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 Synth Modular 2 features a 64-stage polyphonic synthesizer, virtual analog effects, a powerful 4-track sampler, and the ability to play back any audio recording from your favorite digital audio player or computer through the USB port. Program a vast range of synth sounds using its 64-step sequencer, play your sound through the 5-band graphic equalizer and even build your own virtual gear using the
included presets for the 25 different synthesizer modules! Synth Modular 2 comes with over 1,200 preset patches for all five modules plus three free "toys" patches. Sample, Analog, and Digital 8-Bit Analog VCOs Synth Modular 2 offers a 64-stage polyphonic synthesizer with eight analog oscillators (two variable-frequency VCOs), a DCV, low-pass filter, and EQ. The 8-bit VCOs provide a wider

range of tones and more tonal variability than standard digital analog synthesizers. Sample and Analog Mixers The sound of your synth comes from the mix between sample playback and analog oscillators. The analog mixer mixes both the sample playback and the oscillators, giving your sounds a wide range of analog-sounding tones. Sampled Sounds You can use the internal 16-bit or 24-bit sampler to
play back audio from your favorite digital audio player or computer. The sampler also allows you to record and play back up to five different audio snippets simultaneously, and it comes with 15-second loops for each of the five tracks. For even more flexibility, the sampler also features a powerful digital effects section including two LFOs, a digital delay, an analog chorus/flanger, and a simple reverb
effect. Replace Modules You can replace any synthesizer module in the system for free. To do this, download the module's file from the KarmaFX website. Open the.zip file and drag and drop the file into the Synthesizer folder. The module will automatically load into the Synth Modular 2. 5 Internal Samples (5 Tracks) The sampler can play up to five audio snippets simultaneously, each on a separate

track. If the sampler detects an MP3 file playing back on one of the tracks, it will automatically load that audio onto the track, creating a looped sound. 520fdb1ae7
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